
Established in 1718. This brewery is located along an inlet of 
Wakasa Bay, surrounded by the Sea of Japan and the Five Lakes 
of Mikata.
This brewery is part of a fishing town, where the people coexist 
with the sea, and has come to be an iconic sake maker of the 
Wakasa region; their sake is a part of the local food culture, 
alongside fresh seafood and heshiko.
Their brewers hand down their traditional techniques from 
generation to generation while simultaneously working to remain 
flexible and prompt in meeting the tastes of the times, without ever 
forgetting their principles as true and proper sake brewers.

早瀬浦 三宅彦右衛門
酒造

The water for this sake 
comes from a spring at 
the brewery, and is rich 
in minerals, stimulating 
fermentation for a dry 
sake that makes a 
strong impression.
Their junmai sake 
especially benefits from 
this excellent water.

Different facets of 
this sake reveal 
themselves at 
different 
temperatures. Serve 
well chilled with 
sashimi, or lightly 
warmed with hotpots, 
grilled dishes, and 
simmered dishes,
to bring out the best 
of their flavors.

Hayaseura

Heshiko Pickled in Sake Lees

早瀬浦 純米酒
Hayaseura Junmai

代表
三宅 範彦 氏

Representative
Miyake  Norihiko

・Miyakehikouemon Shuzo Co., Ltd.        21-7, Hayase, Mihama-cho, Mikata-gun, Fukui
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Miyakehikouemon Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Aritayaki Honkikichoko

写真

A unique delicacy made by 
re-pickling heshiko —
mackerel pickled in rice 
bran — in Hayaseura
daiginjo sake lees.
The extra effort turns this 
traditional Wakasa favorite 
into an outstanding side 
for drinks.

Authentic sake-sampling 
cups featuring the 
Hayaseura logo, made by 
the Hosen Kiln, the oldest 
kiln in Arita.
These cups are hand-
made to be used at sake 
competitions, with a thin-
carved finish.

酒造組合HPより

※To purchase, contact Miyakehikouemon Shuzo.
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The brewery 
features three wells, 
providing mineral-
rich water for lively 
fermentation.
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Brand Brewery

Featured Sake

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Information
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：
Gohyakumangoku

polished rice ratio：55%
Sake meter value ：＋7

(Standard value)

Food Pairing

Cups for Well Suited

Shopping Information (e.g.)


